We have studied thermodynamics of vapor nucleation on a spherical wettable dielectric nanoparticle carrying a discrete electric charge located at a certain distance from the particle center. New general equations for the chemical potential of a condensate molecule in the droplet around the particle, the work of the droplet formation and the droplet shape as functions of the effective radius of condensate film, and the value of an electric charge and its location with respect to the particle center have been derived analytically. These equations take into account both the effects of the non-central electric field and the disjoining pressure in the thin liquid film forming the droplet. Under the assumption of small distortion of the droplet shape in the axisymmetric electric field of non-central discrete charge from the spherical one, these equations have been simultaneously solved analytically. The obtained explicit formulas for the condensate chemical potential, the work of droplet formation, and the droplet shape have been numerically investigated for the case of the charge adsorbed below and above the surface of the particle. It has been shown that the effect of the electric field of non-central charge reveals itself in decreasing the maximum value of the condensate chemical potential in the droplet and shifting it away from the particle surface. As a result, the threshold value of the vapor supersaturation for barrierless nucleation and the activation barrier for barrier nucleation on the charged nanosized nuclei diminish in comparison with nucleation on nuclei with central charge. The effect is larger for smaller nuclei. It decreases with increase in the dielectric constant of the nuclei in the case of charge location below the particle surface. © 2013 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx
I. INTRODUCTION
Nucleation of under-and supersaturated vapor on charged solid particles is a widespread fundamental phenomenon in nature and technology. Its intensive study had started from the end of 19th century by works of Thomson, Wilson, Tohmfor, and Volmer [1] [2] [3] and continues today. [4] [5] [6] The results of last several decades of experimental studies, [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] [17] numerical simulation, [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] application of the density functional methods, [24] [25] [26] [27] as well as developing of theoretical analytical approaches [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] extended our understanding of the effects of the electric field of the charged condensation center on the critical vapor supersaturation, nucleation rates, the number of nucleating droplets, and other nucleation characteristics. However, there are still some questions in thermodynamic description of vapor nucleation on a charged dielectric nanoparticle that have to be answered.
It was initially considered that the electric charge can be located in the center of nucleating droplet and the droplet is formed under the action of the central electric field. In particular, the Kelvin-Thomson formula for the equilibrium vapor pressure over the charged droplet and the Tohmfor-Volmer formula for the minimal work of droplet formation on the charged center are the well-known classic results in the theory of ion-and charge-induced nucleation. [2] [3] [4] [5] These formua) Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electronic mail: akshch@list.ru.
las provide us with qualitatively (and in many cases quantitatively) correct description of the equilibrium vapor pressure, chemical potential of the molecule of liquid in the droplet, and the work of droplet formation as functions of the droplet size and the central charge. According to these formulas, the curve of chemical potential as a function of droplet radius has a maximum corresponding to the inflection point of the work of droplet formation. This maximum is independent of the vapor supersaturation and determines a threshold for barrierless vapor nucleation. For a given vapor supersaturation, the branch of the curve for the condensate chemical potential related to smaller droplet sizes refers to the stable droplets that envelop the charged particles and correspond to the minimum of the work of droplet formation. The branch of the curve related to larger droplet sizes describes the critical droplets corresponding to the maximum of the work. Modifications of the Kelvin-Thomson and Tohmfor-Volmer formulas were developed in several directions. For instance, it was shown in Refs. [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] how to join the rigorous method of the Gibbs dividing surfaces and the nonuniform polarization of the droplet-vapor system in the strong central electric field to describe the size and nonlinear electric effects on the condensate chemical potential and droplet surface tension, and to explain the sign preference effect in nucleation on positively and negatively charged particles. Gas-phase ion-clustering data were used to check the validity of the Kelvin-Thomson formula by comparing it with experimental values for various small positive clusters in water, ammonia, pyridine, acetonitrile, and methanol vapors. 8 Additional corrections to the classic theory were made by taking into account the effects of polarizability of charged particle, 22, 41 the effect of the extra energy needed for dipole vapor molecules to escape from the charged droplet. 40 Recently, some of us considered the generalization of the Kelvin-Thomson and Tohmfor-Volmer formulas, which took into account the disjoining pressure of the thin liquid films on uniformly charged particles. 43 A few years ago, several experimental works [15] [16] [17] revealed new facts on nucleation on nanosized charged insoluble solid particles and raised questions on the role of the charge location with respect to the particle surface, the wettability of the particle, and the deviation of the form of the heterogeneously nucleating droplets from the spherical one. Let us note that the classical Kelvin-Thomson formula for the equilibrium vapor pressure does not take account of such specific physical parameters of the condensation center as its radius, dielectric and wetting characteristics and can strictly be applied only in the case of central electric field and spherical shape of the droplet. Applied to the nucleation on the large nanosized uniformly charged particles, the Kelvin-Thomson formula predicts that the radius of the droplet corresponding to the maximum of the curve of the condensate chemical potential, as well as the radii of equilibrium droplets, can be smaller than the radius of the charged particle. It causes doubts in complete wetting of the condensation center in this case and formation of an enveloping droplet. At the same time, including contribution due to the disjoining pressure to the Kelvin-Thomson formula restores the existence of the enveloping liquid film around the condensation nucleus. 43 In the present study, we consider an approach allowing derivation of thermodynamic formulas for the droplet profile, the condensate chemical potential of molecules in the droplet, and work of droplet formation on a solid nanosized wettable particle with an electric charge located away from the particle center. From the physical point of view, the interest in such a problem is stimulated by the fact that the charge can be provided by an ionized atom or molecule adsorbed either slightly above the surface of the particle 44 or slightly below the surface in a cavern. At this, instead of central electric field, we have to consider the influence on nucleation of the axisymmetrical electric field that distorts the spherical shape of a nucleating droplet. This problem is different from the problem of ion-induced nucleation at arbitrary location of the ion 45 due to the presence of the particle serving as condensation nucleus and the contribution of the disjoining pressure of the condensing liquid film being taken into account.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we formulate the general equations of the theory that describe the thermodynamics of the droplet nucleation on a solid particle in the presence of axisymmetric electric field of the charge located not in the center of the particle. The analytical solutions of the linearized (with respect to the spherical droplet profile) equations of the theory for the electric potential and droplet profile are considered in Sec. III (for the details of solution of the equation for the electric potential, see the Appendix). The numerical results for the dependences of the condensate chemical potential, work of droplet formation and droplet shape on the number of condensate molecules in the liquid shell around the solid particle, and the value of an electric charge and its location with respect to the particle surface, as well as dependences on the particle radius and dielectric constants of the particle and condensate, are presented in Sec. IV. The conclusions are given in Sec. V.
II. GENERAL EQUATIONS
Let us consider a liquid droplet condensed on a spherical wettable solid particle from surrounding vapor. The droplet consists of a condensate liquid film that envelops the particle, but the film thickness is not uniform and the shape of the droplet deviates from a spherical one. We assume that the matter of the solid particle is insoluble in the condensate, and the droplet and the vapor are in complete thermodynamic equilibrium at a given condensate chemical potential and temperature of the system. There is also an electrical charge q located near the particle surface. Dielectric permittivity of the phase is denoted as ε with index of corresponding phase. Here and below, superscripts α, β, and γ refer to the liquid, vapor, and solid phases of the particle serving as condensation nucleus, respectively.
Under the assumption that the surface tension γ αβ at the vapor-liquid interface is a scalar quantity, the droplet equilibrium shape in the presence of axisymmetric electric field can be determined by the Laplace equation of hydrostatic equilibrium. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] If the droplet is a thin liquid film, the equation of hydrostatic equilibrium is written 52, 53 as
Here, H is the mean local curvature in the arbitrary point on the droplet surface, is the local disjoining pressure of a liquid film, h i and h in (i = 1, 2) are the Lamé coefficients for a curvilinear coordinate system on outer and inner shells of the film, and P 
Here P
0 is the scalar pressure in the phase i in the absence of the electric field, but under the condition that the chemical potential of condensate and temperature in the system are equal to the chemical potential of condensate and temperature in the system in the presence of the electric field. On the right-hand side of Eq. (2), the vector of the electric field intensity E α,β = −∇ϕ α,β and its normal component E
, n) (where ϕ is the potential of electric field, and n is the normal vector to the droplet surface) are defined at the same point on the droplet surface from the liquid and vapor phases as the curvature H.
Let us set the origin of spherical coordinate system in the center of mass of the solid particle. The charge q is chosen to be located on the axis z of the coordinate system at the point a = a e z and the axial angle θ is measured from the axis z. Thus, parameter a is the distance between the center of the particle and the point of location of the electric charge. The axisymmetrical equilibrium droplet shape can be described in our spherical coordinate system as function r = r(θ ). Substituting Eq. (2) into the right-hand side of Eq. (1) and the expression for the mean curvature H and the Lamé coefficients to the left-hand side of Eq. (1), we obtain a nonlinear second order differential equation for the droplet shape r(θ ),
where
, and e r and e θ are the unit vectors in the radial and azimuthal directions at each point of the surface. In the case R n = 0, Eq.(3) transforms into equations studied in Refs. 46-51. Equation (3) should be complemented with boundary conditions for function r(θ ). Under the assumption that the particle surface is completely wettable in absence and in presence of the electric charge, we choose the conditions in the form
which is appropriate for a droplet enveloping the charged particle.
To have an explicit form for the right-hand side of Eq. (3) with known dependences of the electric field contributions on r(θ ) and θ, the electrostatic Laplace equation
should be solved in the corresponding phases α, β, and γ . The boundary conditions to Eq. (5) depend on the place where the charge is located and can be written at this place and at infinity as
where r is the distance between the location of the charge and the point of observation r = | r | = | r − a|. The additional boundary conditions for electric potential on the solid particle surface at r = R n and on the droplet surface at r = r(θ ) are
It is convenient to introduce the dimensionless chemical potential of the condensate molecule in the droplet with ν molecules of condensate as
This chemical potential is counted off the value μ ∞ of the condensate chemical potential for the equilibrium of the bulk liquid with its vapor at a flat interface and expressed in the units k B T (where k B is the Boltzmann constant, and T is the absolute temperature). Using the Gibbs-Duhem equations for bulk phases and assuming the incompressibility of the liquid phase and equality
where ρ α is a number density of a bulk liquid. Another important characteristic of nucleation is the work of droplet formation. In the case of formation of a droplet with ν molecules of condensate on charged insoluble wettable solid particle in the vapor with supersaturation S, this work can be written in the units of k B T as [46] [47] [48] 54 
Here, the number ν of condensate molecules in the liquid film can be represented as
where R is the outer radius of the spherical shell with the volume that equals to the droplet volume. The second term on the right-hand side of Eq. (11) is the work of formation of a liquid-vapor surface with area A, the third term is the work of transfer of the solid particle from the vapor phase into the liquid phase, with γ γ α and γ γ β being the surface tensions for the solid-liquid and solid-vapor interfaces. The last term, F el , stands for the contribution of the electric field. The electric contribution F el can be expressed as a difference between the dimensionless electric free energy F in the system with the liquid film between the solid particle with adsorbed or absorbed electric charge and vapor and the dimensionless electric free energy F (0) in the system composed only by the solid particle with adsorbed or absorbed electric charge and vapor (the quantities related to this system are marked with index "(0)"),
where ϕ (0) and ϕ are the electric potentials in the point of location of the electric charge in absence of condensed film and in its presence, correspondingly.
If the charge is located inside the solid particle with R n > a, we have from Eq. (13),
where ϕ (0)γ is the electric potential in the point of location of the charge within phase γ in absence of condensed film. In the other case, when the charge is located on (outside) the solid particle with R n < a, the electric contribution F el is expressed as
where ϕ (0)β is the electric potential in the point of location of the charge within phase β in absence of condensed film.
To check the self-consistency of thermodynamic results for the condensate chemical potential and the work of droplet formation, the following equality can be used:
where b = ln S is the dimensionless chemical potential of a condensate molecule in the vapor considered as an ideal gas. Let us also notice that there is one restriction on the droplet profile r(θ ). 46 It follows from the condition that the volume of incompressible non-spherical droplet around the solid nucleus of radius R n is set to be equal to the volume of a spherical shell with radii R and R n (R > R n ),
The radius R is referred to as the effective radius of the droplet.
III. ANALYTICAL SOLUTIONS OF LINEARIZED EQUATIONS
If the droplet shape is not to be differed significantly from the spherical one, then one can write
Here function f(θ ) describes local small (with respect to R) deviations of the droplet shape from the spherical one at r(θ ) = R, axisymmetrical electrical potential ϕ 0 (r, θ ) satisfies the electrostatic Laplace equation for the field of charge located at the surface of the solid particle serving as condensation nucleus with droplet-vapor spherical interface at r(θ ) = R (the droplet is at this a spherical liquid film with internal radius R n and external radius R), and small potential δϕ(r, θ) owes to the non-sphericity of the droplet surface. Approximations (18)- (20) are certainly good for thick liquid films on a condensation nucleus. For thin liquid films, the applicability of the linear approximations (18)- (20) should be controlled. We consider applicability of these approximations for condensing droplets in Sec. IV. Because the non-sphericity of the droplet surface is caused in the first order in small parameter f(θ ) / R by θ -dependent part of the potential ϕ 0 (r, θ), the correction δϕ(r, θ ) is of second order in f(θ ) / R. In linear approximation with respect to f(θ ) / R, neglecting the terms with δϕ, f 2 and products of f, and derivatives of θ -dependent part of the potential ϕ 0 (r, θ), we have
where tilde marks the θ -independent parts of the derivatives (21) and (22) . Taking into account Eqs. (21) and (22) 
where n is the polynomial degree. Substituting Eq. (24) 
where P m (x) ≡ dP m (x) / dx, we obtain
Here, coefficients D m (m = 0, 1, 2 . . . ) and C 0 are determined by Eq. (A8) at a < R n and by Eq. (A12) at a > R n . It follows from Eqs. (17) and (18) that
Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (28) gives
As a consequence from Eqs. (27) and (10), we find at G 0 = 0 the expression for the dimensionless condensate chemical potential b ν in the form
Note that the first term at m = 0 in the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (30) equals, in view of Eqs. (A8) or (A12), just the classic Kelvin-Thomson contribution to the chemical potential of condensate when the charge is placed at the center of the condensation nucleus
This is an expectable result, though it shows the selfconsistency of our calculations. Other terms in the sum in Eq. (30) describe the effects of non-central electric field and are different at a < R n and a > R n .
Next step is to find the dimensionless work F ν of the droplet formation with the help of Eqs. (14) or (15) (28) , one can notice in the considered linear approximation in f / R that the area of droplet surface equals A = 4π R 2 . Rewriting the electric contribution F el to work F ν with the help of Eqs. (14), (15) , and (19) as
we see that δϕ corrections on non-sphericity of the droplet can be omitted on the right-hand side of Eq. (32) in the linear approximation in f / R. Using the expressions (A5)-(A10) in Eq. (32) and replacing 1/r at the vicinity of the adsorbed charge as 1/R i , where R i is the effective radius of the charge (radius of the ion), yields
Note that first term in the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (33) at m = 0 and a < R n gives in view of Eqs. (A6) and (A8) the classic Tohmfor-Volmer contribution to the work of droplet formation in the central field of the uniformly charged nucleus,
Recognizing that 1/R i = 1/(a − R n ) = In view of previous comments and Eqs. (11), (12) , and (33), we can write the final expression for the work F ν of droplet formation in the form
which completely determines its dependence on effective droplet radius R (or, what is equivalent, on number ν of condensed molecules). We may additionally check our results with the help of Eq. (16) . Indeed, we can substitute Eqs. (30) and (35) into Eq. (16) and control the left-and right-hand sides of the obtained equation using Eqs. (A6) and (A8) at a < R n , and Eqs. (A10) and (A12) at a > R n . As a result, after some rearrangement, we have an identity between the leftand right-hand sides in both cases at a < R n and a > R n . This finalizes proof of thermodynamic self-consistency of our calculations.
Now we can continue with finding the shape of nucleating droplet. Substituting Eq. (24) into Eq. (23) with account of Eqs. (A7), (A8), (A11), and (A12), finding scalar products of the left-and right-hand sides of the equation obtained with polynomials P m (cos θ ) (m = 1, 2 . . . ), and using Eq. (25), we obtain
In view of Eqs. (18), (24) , and (29), Eq. (36) completes the determination of the droplet profile. The first terms in the sum on the right-hand side of Eq. (36) can be easily found in an analytical form. However, the right-hand side of Eq. (36) in general case can be calculated only numerically or by combining numerical and computer algebra calculations.
IV. DISCUSSION OF NUMERICAL RESULTS
We present in this section the figures for the droplet shape, the dependence of the condensate chemical potential on droplet size, and the work of droplet formation as a function of effective radius at different values of the parameters of the problem. To plot Figs. 1-6 , we use the values of parameters for water nucleation on a quartz particle at T = 300 K with
The electric characteristics have been taken as follows:
(note that we use the Gauss system for the electrostatic contributions in formulas and need to substitute corresponding units there). We below use the exponential approximation
for the structural contribution to the disjoining pressure proposed first experimentally by Derjaguin and Zorin 56, 57 for thin water films on hydrophilic substances and later partly substantiated theoretically by Marčelja and Radić. 58 Note that parameter K in Eq. (39) is not related to the Hamaker constant from the Lifshitz theory for the power approximation for van der Waals contribution to the disjoining pressure. 57, 59 Application of the Lifshitz theory requires considerably thicker films, while structural surface forces due to layering close to the solid substrate are dominant for thicknesses in several molecular diameters. Only such films are of interest to us. For such films, parameter K equals to the ratio of the spreading coefficient of the condensate over the condensation nucleus surface to the film correlation length λ, 54 and this allows us to take the exponential approximation (39) In contrast to real disjoining pressure isotherms, for which (h) → ∞ at h → 0, the approximation (39) has a finite upper limit at h = 0, which means that this approximation does not work at molecular scales where other effects are important. Thus, if the maximum of b ν corresponds to R < R n , this will certainly indicate that the considered films lie outside the applicability range of the isotherm (39) . For such thin films (as h ≤ λ) another approximation should be used. For model consideration, it can be patched with a thinner-film approximation (see, e.g., Ref. 60 , where the isotherm (39) is patched with an approximation formally derived from the Henry and Freundlich adsorption isotherms). Figures 1 and 2 show the dependence of condensate chemical potential b ν on the effective radius R of droplet. It has been computed for several locations a of the charge inside and outside the condensation nucleus with the help of Eqs. (30) and (37)- (39) . Intersection of line b = ln S = 0.475 (in Fig. 1 ) and line b = ln S = 0.455 (in Fig. 2) with the curve b ν shows the sizes of droplets which are in stable (smaller R) and unstable (larger R) equilibrium, with the vapor at corresponding vapor chemical potential. With increasing the distance a in Figs. 1 and 2 , the maximum of the curve for b ν decreases and shifts to larger film thickness. Because the maximum of the condensate chemical potential determines the threshold value of the vapor chemical potential (and vapor supersaturation) for barrierless nucleation on the charged particles, this is a direct demonstration of the effect of noncentral location of the electric charge on heterogeneous nucleation behavior, which can be experimentally detected. The effect is stronger in the case of ion adsorbed on the particle surface. The convergence of the series for b ν in Eq. (30) is slow because of a/R n 1 and a/R 1. Thus, for the liquid films with equivalent sizes R, which are close to or larger than the location of the maximum of chemical potential curve, a few hundred terms in the series in the right-hand side of Eq. (30) should be accounted; for the equivalent sizes of the liquid films, which are smaller than the location of the maximum, a few thousand terms in the series must be summed. However, this can be quite fast in terms of computing time using numerical or computer algebra calculations. Figures 3 and 4 depict the profiles of liquid droplets formed on the condensation solid center with radius R n = 20 Å. The curves have been computed with the help of Eqs. (18), (24) , and (36)- (39) . Figure 3 illustrates the case when the charge is absorbed in the solid particle at a = 19 Å (a < R n ) and the effective droplet radius R = 21.5 Å (this radius coincides with the location of the maximum of the chemical potential curve for a = 19 Å in Fig. 1 ). Figure 4 displays the profile of droplet in the case of charge adsorbed on solid particle at a = 21 Å (a > R n ) for R = 22.35 Å (this radius coincides with the location of the maximum of chemical potential curve for a = 21 Å in Fig. 2) . The charge is shown in Figs. 3 and 4 by the small solid circle. For convenience, we also depict here the location of the condensation nucleus surface at r = R n and the undisturbed droplet profile r = R at a = 0 Å. It is seen that the effect is stronger for an ion adsorbed outside the particle surface. In our calculations, we have kept 120 terms in summation in Eq. (24) to calculate the liquid film profile and 100 terms in each summation in Eq. (36) to calculate the coefficients G n in the series expansion for the liquid profile. We checked that the convergence of the series in Eq. (24) and (36) was reached for those particular With increasing the distance a, the size of the stable droplet increases and size of the critical droplet decreases, but not significantly because it is determined mainly by the first and second terms in Eq. (35) . As is seen from Figs. 5 and 6, the activation barrier of nucleation (which equals the difference between the maximum and minimum of the work F ν ) decreases with increasing the distance a. Again, the effect is stronger for an ion adsorbed on the particle surface. Figure 7 shows the work of cluster formation F ν in dependence of the effective radius R for different values of ratio a/R n at vapor chemical potential b = 0.46.
In Fig. 8 , we show the influence of the dielectric constant ε γ of the condensation nucleus on the curves of the condensate chemical potential b ν computed with the help of Eqs. (30) and (39) . Here we have taken ε γ = 20, ε γ = 40, ε γ = 60, ε γ = 80, ε γ = 100 and ε γ = 200, and a = 19 Å (a < R n ). Other parameters were the same as in Eqs. (37) and (38) . It is seen from Fig. 8 that increasing of dielectric constant ε γ increases the maximum of b ν , and its location shifts to smaller sizes approaching the curve for the charge located in the center of the particle. There is no observable effect of the dielectric constant ε γ on the condensate chemical potential b ν in the case of the charge located outside the particle.
In Fig. 9 , we plot the corresponding curves for the chemical potential b ν of condensate molecule in the charged droplet with charge located at fixed difference a − R n = 1.5 Å computed with the help of Eqs. (30) and (39) at different radii R n of the condensation nucleus (R n = 20 Å, R n = 25 Å, R n = 30 Å, R n = 35 Å), ε γ = 40. Other parameters were the same as in Eqs. (37) and (38) . It is seen with increasing R n , that the maximum decreases and the effect of the electric field becomes weaker.
We have checked applicability of linear approximations (18) and (20) . In the most interesting vicinity of the maximum of the chemical potential b ν as well as for larger values of R, approximation (18) have remained reasonably accurate. Validity of linear approximation (20) for the disjoining pressure is not always fulfilled, especially for larger local thickness at the top of the profile "hump." However, this approximate form of (h) is only used in Eq. (36) , where the derivative d ln /dh| h=R−R n stands with the factor (R − R n ), which becomes almost cutting for larger R − R n due to fast exponential decrease (39) . The latter diminishes the influence of this error on accuracy of the results.
V. CONCLUSIONS
We have considered in Secs. I-IV, a thermodynamic and electrostatic macroscopic approach allowing analytical and numerical evaluations of the characteristic thermodynamic parameters of heterogeneous vapor nucleation on the nanosized charged solid particles. Within the frameworks of this approach, an electric charge is considered, in contrast with common assumptions, to be located away from the center of the particle serving as a condensation nucleus. We have found in Sec. II general nonlinear equations describing thermodynamics of nucleation in the considered system. The solution of the set of linearized differential equations for the droplet profile and the electrostatic potentials (Eqs. (5) and (23)) allows us to find and analyze the expressions for the condensate chemical potential in nucleating droplet, the work of droplet formation and the droplet shape as functions of parameters of the condensing droplet (its effective radius R, surface tension γ αβ , and dielectric constant ε α ), and the condensation nucleus (its radius R n , dielectric constant ε γ , the magnitude of the charge q, and its location a), which is considered to be inside or outside the condensation nucleus.
We have found that axisymmetrical electric field produced by the electric charge, adsorbed on or absorbed below the condensation nucleus surface, strengthens the electric effect on nucleation characteristics in comparison with the classical Kelvin-Thomson and Tohmfor-Volmer formulas applied to the nucleation on the nanosized charged condensation nuclei. We have shown that the effect is stronger in the case of ion adsorbed on the particle surface.
We have also checked the range of parameters ε γ and R n for which the effect of non-central electric field can be observed. Thus, we found that this effect is observed for smaller values of ε γ and R n only in the case of an electric charge absorbed inside the condensation nucleus. In the case of one elementary charge, this effect is noticeable for nanometer sizes of particles and ε γ < 250. For particles of polar substance with ε γ > 250, the effect of non-central electric field disappears, and the generalization of the classical KelvinThomson and Tohmfor-Volmer formulas for central field considered in Ref. 43 will work. There is no dependence on ε γ in the case of an electric charge adsorbed on the particle (i.e., located outside the particle). Finally, we note that our approach allows one to find analytical results not only in linear approximation, with respect to f / R, but to calculate the terms up to (f / R) 2 order or numerically integrate the nonlinear equations (see Refs. [46] [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] . The solution of Eq. (5) for the dielectric system composed by spherical condensation nucleus of radius r = R n with adsorbed electric charge q in surrounding vapor at a < R n and boundary conditions (A1) can be written as 
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Charge is outside the condensation center (a > R n )
The solution of Eq. (5) for the dielectric system composed by spherical condensation nucleus of radius r = R n with adsorbed electric charge q in surrounding vapor at a > R n and boundary conditions (A1) can be written as 
where the coefficients E l and F l are determined at l = 0, 1, 2 . . . as
The solution of Eq. (5) for the system with the liquid film between the solid particle with adsorbed electric charge q and vapor at a < R n and boundary conditions (A2) and (A3) can be written as 
